In this paper we define two types of proper efficient solutions in the Borwein sense for vector optimisation problems and we compare them with the notions of local Borwein, Ishizuka-Tuan, Kuhn-Tucker and strict efficiency. A sufficient condition for a proper solution is also proved.
Introduction
In many different fields, such as economics, management science, engineering, industry or operations research, there arise problems in which various functions (objectives) are to be simultaneously optimised. This is why we need tools for nonlinear programming capable of handling several conflicting objectives. In this case, methods of traditional single objective optimisation are not enough, and we need the new concepts and methods of nonlinear multiobjective optimisation. This area is undergoing rapid development and its importance can be seen from the large variety of applications presented in the literature (see Miettinen [18] and the references therein).
One of the main aims of vector optimisation theory is the determination of all the efficient points for a problem. However, this is not always enough, and we can select solutions which are better in some sense. These are the proper efficient solutions. In the finite-dimensional case, the idea of proper Pareto optimal solutions is that unbounded trade-offs between objectives are not allowed. Practically, a proper Pareto optimal solution with very high or very low trade-offs does not essentially differ from a weak Pareto optimal solution for a human decision maker. [3] Proper efficiency in the Borwein sense 77 It is said that the subset 8) of D is called a base for the cone D if 0 ^ cl SS and every d 6 D \ {0} has an unique representation as d = kb, with A. > 0 and b e 36. Following Luc [16, Definition 1.5] we do not assume that SS is convex.
The existence of a base for a cone has some relevant consequences for the cone itself. REMARK (2) If D has a convex base, then D is convex and pointed [11, Lemma 1.14] . Therefore if D has a convex compact base, then D is convex, closed and pointed.
(3) In this paper, we frequently use a cone D with a convex compact base. In this case, we point out that if E 2 is a normed vector lattice with positive cone D, then £ 2 is finite dimensional (Dauer and Gallagher, [5, Theorem 3.1] ).
For y 0 6 Y and D fixed, various notions of optimality are defined as follows. The point y 0 e Y is an efficient element of Y (with respect to D), denoted >>o e Min(y, D), if there exists no y € Y for which y 0 -y e D\ (-D) . Such a point is also called minimal or Pareto optimal. The point y 0 is a weak efficient element of Y, written y 0 6 WMin( Y, D), if there exists no y e Y satisfying y 0 -y € int D \ (-int D). The point y 0 is called a local efficient element of Y, denoted y 0 e LMin(K, D), if it has a neighbourhood V such that y Q is an efficient element of Y D V. A local weak efficient element is defined similarly. It will be denoted yo e LWMin(K, D).
With respect to the weak efficient elements, we remark that D is assumed to have a nonempty interior.
Obviously, it is straightforward to verify that
The weak notions are the same as the non weak ones if the cone D satisfies D = int D U {0}. L e t / : Ei -> E 2 be a function and 5 c Fj. The vector optimisation problem considered here is 
The function/ is called Hadamard directionally differentiable at a pointx 0 iff' (xo, v) exists and is finite for all v 6 E,.
Local Borwein proper efficiency
In this section various notions of local efficiency in the Borwein sense are discussed. The following is a well-known definition due to Borwein [2] . DEFINITION 
Borwein's original definition [2] requires that the point )>o be an efficient element of Y, but Sawaragi etal. [20, Proposition 3.1.5] show that if E 2 = K p and D is convex and closed, then such a condition is unnecessary. In the next proposition this result is generalised. Obvjously y a = y 0 + (1 -a)(y -y 0 ). Let (y n ) be the sequence defined by taking a = 1 -1/n, that is, 1 yn=yo + -(y-yo)e Y+D, n therefore y n -> y 0 , and lim n^o o n(y n -y 0 ) = y -y 0 e T(Y + D, y 0 ) n [ ( -D ) \ D] in contradiction to (3.1).
We consider now two local definitions of proper efficiency. available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S144618110001316X [5] Proper efficiency in the Borwein sense 79 It will be proved in Proposition 3.5 that if the cone D is pointed and has a compact base, then it is not necessary to require that >> 0 be a local efficient point of Y because this is implied by condition (3.2). To prove this result, we need the following lemma. PROOF. Let SB be a compact base of D. We have that d n = k n b n with k n > 0 and b n e SS. By the compactness of 5S, there exists a subsequence [b k ] convergent to some b € a, b £ 0. Thus \\d k \\ = k t \\b k \\, k k = ||</*||/||6*|| = 1/IIM and available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S144618110001316X [7] Proper efficiency in the Borwein sense 81
From the definition of a tangent cone, for each n there exist y B , k e YnB(y 0 , 1/n) and d n , k e D, k = 1, 2 , . . . , (3.4) such that y n ,k + d n<k ->• y 0 when k -+ oo (3.5) and lim X n . k {y n ,k
From (3.6), given e = 1/n, there exists k n e N such that \\Kx(yn,k n + d nX -y 0 ) + d n \\ < 1/n.
Set y n = y n , kn , d' n = d nX and k n = k nX . From (3.4) it follows that l i m , ,^ y n = y 0 . From this result and from (3.5) we have lim n _oo d' n = 0. We rewrite (3.7) in the following form:
The sequence d n = X n d' n which appears in ( 
»-<» H4.ll
Since \\d n \\ is bounded, there exists a subsequence which converges. Then we suppose that lim^oo \\d n \\ = k. Hence linv-nx,d n = kd. From (3.8) it follows that lim^oo k n (y n -y 0 ) = v e T(Y, y 0 ). Therefore Hm )I _ >0 oA. ll (y (1 -y o )/\\d n \\ = -d e T(Y,y 0 ) D ( -D ) = {0}, from the hypotheses, and we again have a contradiction and the theorem is proved. available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S144618110001316X
Local proper efficiency
In this section two new notions of a local proper efficient solution are proposed and we study the relationships between them, those from the previous section and others. We give a sufficient condition which is very close to a necessary condition for a point to be an efficient element.
In the rest of the paper, the cone D is pointed. Hence the two notions introduced in Definition 4.1 are equivalent for/ continuous at x 0 and D a convex cone with a compact base.
The next example shows that the converses of (b) and (c) in the above proposition are false. Clearly, y 0 £ LBor(/(5), D) = IT(/(5), D). However, we have that x 0 6 Bori(/, 5) = Bor 2 (/\ 5) since (4.1) holds for the neighbourhood U above.
General optimality conditions for a point to be an efficient element have been collected by Corley [4] considering an arbitrary set Y. In Corley's Theorem 3.1 the following is established:
(a) Let D be a closed cone in the finite-dimensional space E 2 . If yo 6 Y and T{Y, y 0 ) PI (-D) = {0} then y 0 e LMin(K, D).
Corley points out that it is an open question whether the closedness of D or the finite dimensionality of E 2 can be relaxed. We have shown in Proposition 3.5 that (a) holds for E 2 being infinite dimensional but requires that D has a compact base. The next example shows that the closedness and the existence of a compact base cannot be relaxed. Here D is a pointed, closed, convex cone but it has no compact base. Let Y = D U A, where A = {(-l/n)e n : n € M] and y 0 = 0 .
We have T(A, y 0 ) = {0}. In fact, take v e T(A, y Q ). Then, since lim(-l/n)e n = 0 = y 0 , n-*oo there exists a subsequence and X n > 0 such that lim,,-,.,*, k n (-\/k n )e kn = v. Therefore, for each / e N, lim n _ oo X n {-\/k n )(e kn , e t ) -{v, e t ). But the sequence within the limit is null (except at the most for a single term). Hence (v, e t ) = 0 for all i e N and it follows that v = 0. Then T(Y, y 0 ) = T(D, y 0 ) U T(A,y 0 ) = D and T(Y, y 0 ) H (-D) = {0}, that is, the hypotheses of (a) are verified. However, yo £ LMin(y, y 0 ) because for all e > 0 there exists n e N such that available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S144618110001316X [11] Proper efficiency in the Borwein sense 85
Hence T(f (5 D U), y 0 ) n ( -int D) -0 [4, Theorem 3.1(a) and remark of page 75]. Now, since 7(5 D U, x 0 ) = 7(5, x 0 ), then f'(x 0 , )(7(5, x 0 )) = /'(*<,, 0(7(5 n U, x 0 )) cT(f(Sn U), y 0 ).
Therefore f'(x 0 , -)(T(S,x 0 )) D (-intD) = 0. Note that, if v 6 T(S,x 0 ), then f'(x 0 , v) e T(f (5), / (*")). In fact, we have v n = (x n -x o )/X n -» v, with k n -> 0+ and x n = x 0 + A. n w n € S. Then T(f(S),f(x 0 ) ). ) Related to Corley's result, we have the next sufficient condition for a point to be a local proper Borwein efficient solution of type 2 (= type 1 in this case if D also has a convex compact base). We can assume that \\d n \\ = 1, d n -+ d, \\d\\ = 1, d e D and -d e 7 ( / ( 5 f l B(x 0 , 1)), >>o) since -d n € 7 ( / (Sr\B(x 0 , 1) ), y 0 ) for every n. From (4.5), there exist The advantage of Theorem 4.5 is that we have to verify a condition in the initial space Ei. This is, in general, easier than verifying the definition in the final space £ 2 -
The following counterexample shows that the finite dimensionality of E x cannot be relaxed. EXAMPLE 4.6. With the same data as that of Example 4.4 (b), we now take E x = E, x 0 = 0 and 5 = D U A. We know that 7(5, x 0 ) = D. Let b n = (l/n)e n .
It is verified that £~ , \\b n \\ 2 -£~ , l/n 2 < oo. Hence by [19, Theorem 12.6 ], for all x G E, the series £^1 , (^n. [13] Proper efficiency in the Borwein sense 87
WehaveT(S,;co)nC(/') = {0} since if v 6 T(S, x 0 ), then /?" > OV/iandu € Of') implies Y1T= i Pn/n < 0. Hence £" = 0 for all n, that is, v = 0.
However, x 0 is not a local minimum for/ over S, because for the points which belong to A c 5, one has f ((-l/n)e n ) = -l/n 2 < f (x 0 ) and there are points belonging to A in every neighbourhood of x 0 . Therefore we do not even have the guarantee that x 0 be a local minimum for a single-valued function / , and, of course, the equality T(f (5 n U), x 0 ) (~l (-K+) = {0} is false too.
In [12, Definition 3.1], the first author introduces the notion of a strict local efficient minimum for the problem (VP) as follows. PROOF. By the definition of Bor 2 (/\ S), we have x 0 e LMin(/, 5) and there exists a neighbourhood U of JC 0 satisfying (4.2). Suppose that there exists v 6 T(S, x 0 ) (~) C\ (/')»and, consequently, v e T(SnU,x 0 ). Then there exists 6 SDUandt n -> 0 + such that linin^oo^n -x o )/t n = v. As / is Hadamard directionally differentiable at x 0 , we deduce that / (*)-/(*") r0co> V)€ _ D \ {0}>
(4 9)
because v e Q(J'). But (4.9) implies w e T(f(SH U), f (x 0 )) n (-D) with w ^0 , which contradicts (4.2).
The converse of Proposition 4.10 is false in general as the next example shows. 
Conclusions
We would like to emphasise that Theorem 4.5 provides a sufficient condition for proper efficient solutions of Bor 2 type. This notion, by Corollary 4.8, is related to strict efficiency, which is in turn a new concept, whose possibilities are still being developed. Using Proposition 4.10, it follows that every solution of Bor 2 type is proper in the Kuhn-Tucker sense, which, in our opinion, is one of the most important notions of proper efficiency. The main advantage of Theorem 4.5 is that it can easily be applied, since if the set 5 is given by constraints h(x) = 0, g(x) < 0 with h : 05" -> W and g : K" -> IR m differentiable, and the Abadie constraint qualification holds at x 0 , then all the hypotheses of the theorem can be easily checked. Furthermore, this theorem is very close to the necessary condition for a local efficient solution [4, Result 4.2] .
Finally, we find in Theorem 3.9 and Proposition 4.2 that our notions of proper efficiency solutions are equivalent (in very general conditions) and very similar to two previous notions. available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S144618110001316X Downloaded from https://www.cambridge.org/core. IP address: 54.70.40.11, on 15 Feb 2020 at 00:22:25, subject to the Cambridge Core terms of use, [ 15] Proper efficiency in the Borwein sense 89
